
USER'S GUIDE

The goal of this innovative bilingual dictionary is to serve you, the user, as a

useful and efficient tool. We suggest that you read this short introduction

carefully in order to take full advantage of all the dictionary has to offer.

Arrangement of entries

Main entries appear in strict alphabetical order, both in English and in Hebrew.

In Hebrew, the full standard orthography has been employed, followed, where

relevant, by the shorter spelling without vowels:

c ¨‰Ó‚Â„‹‚ŸÓÀ˛¸ ‰  ¨ÔÂÈÒÈœqÀ˛Ê¸ Ô«È

For the sake of simplicity, when the Hebrew entry consists of two or more

words, only the full standard orthography is given:

Óœ‡ ‚»ÊÈ⁄Âœ˛Ê¸ ¯ÈÂ

In such cases, however, the individual entries for each word appear in the two

spelling formats, as explained above:

‡ ¨¯ÈÂÂ‡⁄Âœ˛Ê¸ ¯È Ó ¨‚ÂÊÈÓœ˛Ê¸ ‚»f

Hebrew verbs all appear in the infinitive under the letter ’Ï’. This method is

meant to facilitate search for those whose knowledge of Hebrew grammar is

limited and would have difficulty in identifying the verb root.

ÏŸÃÂq³̇ Ï ¨ÏÂÚÙÏœÙŸÚ›Ï

In English, the verbs appear in alphabetical order, with the ”to” of the infinitive

form in parentheses.

(to) listen (to) teach

Entries that are conceptually related to the main entry or phrases containing

the main entry appear under the main entry, preceded by a hyphen.

In the English-Hebrew section:

fact uvdà Ú ¨‰„·ÂÚ‹·ŸcÀ˛¸ ‰

- in fact le’ma’asè ÏŸÓÃÚ⁄◊Œ‰

- matter-of-fact inyanì Ú ¨ÈÈÈÚœŸÈÀœ˛˙≈¸ È

and in the Hebrew-English section:

thing cÀ·À˛Ê¸ ¯ œ̇ÈßŸ‚

never mind ‡ ≠Õc ÔÈÀ·À¯ fl·ŒÓ ¯ÃÈŸ„

something c ≠Ÿ·ÃÓ≠¯À‰ Ò¤Ó«Ÿœ̇ÈßŸ‚

you’re welcome Ú ≠Ãc ‡¿ ÏÀ·À¯ Â ¯»ÈflÏÂŸÌ«˜



Parts of speech

When a main entry functions as more than one part of speech, each such part

is given a separate entry and is followed by a key specifying the function.

Thus, (n) refers to noun, (adj) – to adjective, (v) – to verb, (adv) – to adverb,

and (prep) – to preposition. These marks appear in print exclusively in the

English section, but of course affect the Hebrew translation.

safe (n) kasèfet kÃqŒÙŒ˛¸ ˙

» (adj) batù’a$ aÀÁ»ËÃa¸ ŸÁ»ËÀ˛‰

relative (n) ke’rov mishpa$à Ó ˛˙¬¸ ·«¯Oœ÷ŸtÀÁÀ‰

» (adj) ya$asì ÈÃÁ⁄Òœ˛˙≈¸ È

rash (n) pe’ri$à tŸÁÈXÀ˛¸ ‰

» (adj) pazìz tÀÊœt¸ ÊÈŸÊœÊÈÀ˛‰

For words ending in “-ing” the part of speech is always indicated.

Order in parts of speech:

When the same word serves as more than one part of speech, the entries are listed

in the following order: noun ❄ preposition ❄ adjective ❄ adverb ❄ verb.

Each entry is marked with the part of speech in parenthesis:

square (n) (plaza)     kikàr k ¨¯ÎÈÎœkÀ˛¸ˇ¯

» (geometrical shape)     ribù’a Ú»aX ¨ÚÂ·È¯Ã˛Ê¸ˇ

» (adj) (square-shaped)     me’rubà Ó ¨Ú·Â¯ÓŸa\ÀÓ¸ˇÚŸa»¯ÃÚÃ˛˙

» (@ = conservative)     me’rubà Ó ¨Ú·Â¯ÓŸa\ÀÓ¸ˇÚŸa»¯ÃÚÃ®È¯Ó˘ Ω ¶©ˇ˛˙

» (adv)     yashàr ÈÀ÷ÀÈ¸ˇ¯Ÿ÷À˛‰T

(to) square (power of two)     le’rabè’a ÏŸaUÕÚÃˇ

Grammatical gender

The gender of common nouns in Hebrew is indicated after the entry by ˛Ê¸ for

masculine singular; ˛¸ for feminine singular; ˛¯¢Ê¸ for masculine plural; and

˛¯¢¸ for feminine plural.

The feminine gender is formed in Hebrew in several ways:

When the feminine is made up of the masculine + the ‘˙≠‘ suffix, the dictionary

gives the tilde (~) + suffix:

(the feminine form will be: aÕÏ≠ÔÈŸn»‡œ˙È ) aÕÏ≠ÔÈŸn»‡œÈ˛˙≈¸ 

(the feminine form will be: Ã̂Ú⁄Jœ˙È ) Ã̂Ú⁄Jœ È˛˙≈¸

When the feminine requires that extra letters/sounds be added to the masculine,

the dictionary gives the tilde + the extra letter/sound + suffix:

(the feminine form will be: c ¨˙ÈÓ‚Â„‹‚ŸÓÀœ˙È ) c ¨ÔÓ‚Â„‹‚ŸÓÀÔ˛˙È√¸ 

(the feminine form will be: ÂË³·À‰ ) ÂË³ ·˛‰ƒ¸



When the feminine includes variations on the masculine, the dictionary gives

the feminine form in full:

Ó ¨¯ÁÂ‡ÓŸ‡‹ÁÀÓ¸ ¯ŸÁ»‡Œ˛˙W À̂Úœˆ¸ ¯ÈŸÚœ˛‰TÈ

Ú«ˆ⁄œÚ«ˆ¸ È⁄œiÀ˛‰È ÂÁ³ËÕÂÁ¸ Û³ËŒÙŒ˛˙

c ¨·Â„›a»c¸ ·À˛‰ ‡ ¨ÌÂ„‡À‡¸ ÌI⁄n»„À˛‰

Since numbers are distinguished by gender in Hebrew, they are followed in

this dictionary by ˛Ê´¸, or ˛´¸, ˛¯¢Ê´¸ or ˛¯¢´¸, to emphasize that ensuing nouns

must agree with them in gender and number.

Contextual clues

Many dictionaries list numerous synonyms for each entry, which complicates

understanding. This dictionary makes a special effort to aid in comprehension

by providing contextual clues in cases where a word can have different

meanings depending on its context. These clues are indicated in parentheses

after the main entry.

organ (body part) eivàr ‡Õ·ÈÀ˛Ê¸ ¯

» (musical instrument) ugàv ‚»ÚÀ˛Ê¸ ·

stream nà$al ÃÁÃ˛Ê¸ Ï

» (flow) zèrem ÊŒ˛Ê¸ ÌW

» (of studies) me’gamà ÓŸ‚ÃnÀ˛¸ ‰

For some entries, the parentheses can indicate both contexual clues and parts

of speech:

present (n) (gift) matanà ÓÃzÀÀ˛¸ ‰

» (tense) hovè Â«‰Œ˛Ê¸ ‰

» (adj) (current) no$e’$ì Î«ŸÁœ˛˙≈¸ È

If the word has several secondary meanings, the terms are grouped under

appropriate contextual definitions.

(to) take (to seize) lakà$at ÏÀÁKÃ˙

» (to embrace) litpòs Ï ¨ÒÂÙ˙ÏœŸ̇t›Ò

- to take back lakà$at ba$azarà ÏÀÁKÃa ˙ÃÁ⁄ÊÀ‰T

- to take off (to remove) le’horìd ÏŸ„ÈX«‰

* (airplane) le’hamrì ÏŸ‰ÃÓŸ‡ÈX

NOTE! In the above example the sign » refers to the main entry (“to take”),

while the sign * refers to the sub-entry (“to take off”).



Phonetic transcription

One of the unique and outstanding features of this dictionary is that it is fully

transliterated. To help users pronounce correctly, we have refrained from the

accepted rules of international transcription. Instead, we have adopted a more

literal transcription system, using Latin characters for Hebrew words and

Hebrew characters for English words.

Obviously, every language has sounds that cannot be transcribed, and  perhaps

cannot even be pronounced in other languages. English, for example, has short

and long vowels, open and closed vowels, diphthongs etc., all of which are

difficult for the Hebrew speaker. The phonetic transcription in the dictionary

is an aid to pronunciation; it does not claim perfect correspondence.

In transcribing Hebrew words into Latin letters, we have aimed for simplicity.

The Hebrew letters ‘Á‘ and ‘Î‘ (like the Scots’ Loch Ness or the Jewish holiday

Chanuka) have no equivalent in English and both have been rendered by the

sign $.

flower pèra$ tŒ˛Ê¸ ÁU

blanket smi$à ◊ŸÓœÎÈÀ˛¸ ‰

Some Hebrew words have been divided into syllables for correct pronunciation,

usually to avoid confusion caused by the proximity of two vowel sounds:

problem be’a’yà aŸÚÀÈÀ˛¸ ‰

(to) move le’hitno’è’a ÏŸ‰œŸ̇Ú«ÕÚÃ

Stress

Every transliteration in the dictionary also indicates which syllable is accented.

The stressed syllable is marked by à
These stress marks should help you pronounce the word correctly. Moreover,

in many cases, the accentuated syllable marks a difference in meaning, as in

the following example:

atheist kofèr Ù«kÕÙ«k¸ ¯Œ˛˙W

ransom kòfer k ¨¯ÙÂÎ›ÙŒ˛Ê¸ ¯



Slang

Slang is part and parcel of our everyday life. We have therefore included

slang in the dictionary to help you speak more idiomatically and naturally, or

to guide you in recognizing slang when it turns up in the written language.

Slang is marked by @ or ^ (vulgar, to be avoided).

flat tire pàncher tÃŸŒ̂ Ω ¶© ˛Ê¸ ¯ßŒ®¯M

We did our best to find a slang translation in the target language of a slang

term in the source language.

yeah! (@ = hurray) yesh ÈÕ®˙Â·‰Ï˙‰ ˙‡È¯˜ Ω ¶© °÷

Everyday Hebrew

Words appearing in curly brackets - {...} - represent words with nonstandard

Hebrew spelling and/or pronunciation that are nonetheless acceptable in

common usage. Since our intent in this dictionary is to reflect everyday

language, we have chosen to include these words in their more popular form.

For example, the word for insect is usually pronounced $aràk Á˚À˝˜T  rather than

$èrek ÁŒ˜W  which is the correct and standard form; the word for apron is usually

pronounced sinòr Ò˚œ˝¯«È  and not sinàr ÒœÈÀ¯ ; the word for software is commonly

written as Î«z˚ŸÀ˝‰  and not as zÀÎŸÀ‰ .

American vs. British usage

For the most part, we have adopted standard American usage and spelling. In

cases where there is a significant difference in usage, both are given and are

marked accordingly by ™ and £.



Legend of symbols

(...) Illustration, context, explanation

[...] Grammatical gender

{...} In Hebrew, nonstandard but common spelling

and/or pronunciation

>, • See different spelling

£ Accepted Hebrew word for foreign term

~ Masculine form stand-in

» Different definition for main entry

* Different definition for sub-entry

@ Slang

^ Slang (vulgar)

™ American usage

£ British usage

â, ê, î, ô, û Stressed vowels within a word


